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By Subscript

Oahn^Ju^la^Thanl^giving 'Hayseed Holiday'
^O^MBcruOMc Sadie Hawkins Day Theioe
By John Ackerman
"Just what", asked Bill the Barbcr
- is Sadie Hawkins Day'"
"Well, Bill, it's this way . . .'
and I took another drag on my
»ew p,pe and winced as it bit my
tongue . . .

Under the direction of Bert Knight, the Outing Club is
planning a "Hayseed Holiday", an all-campus outing to take
place on Thanksgiving afternoon and evening.

Under the direction of Bert
sunset, they're free. Otherwise . . .
Knight,
the Outing Club is plan"In the afternoon, there'll be a
ning a "ayseed Holiday", an allgreased-pig race. Ten guys to a
campus outing to take place on
group and the ones with the best
Thanksgiving afternoon and eventime get a case of Kickapoo Joy
ing.
Coeducational dining arrange- equally the cost of adopting
Juice. Ma Cross gets the pig. Then
a war
The
Bates
varsity
debating
team
Sadie Hawkins and her buddies will
Buses will leave from Rand Hall
ments arc being made for Sunday ch.ld through the Foster Parents'
"Once upon a time h Dogpatch,
opens its season against Dart- at 3:30 p.m. Thursday afternoon
lead their trophies onto the field.
Loner. Nov. 30, at Fiske Dining Plan for War Children, the cabinet lennessee. there lived a beautiful
"Saturday night, (there'll be a mouth Friday as part of this year's for the village of Turner Falls. The
■Hall and J,il'n s Commons, Mary voted to donate the $36 requested babe named Sadie Hawkins. Now,
dance—the girls will bring the boysl first clinic of the Bates Interscho- ladies of the village will serve an
■Francis Turner, chairman of the of the CA.
Dogpatch was a quiet mountain
and no stags. Some coeds will get lastic Debating League held at evening meal of sandwiches, cider,
ISocial Commission, announced at
After some discussion of the re- town. At night, they turned the
numbers about Wednesday. They Cushing Academy, Ashburnham, coffee, homemade pie and ice cream
Itbc CA cabinet meeting Nov. 12.
vision of the CA "interest finders" sidewalks up and used them for
can call up any man on campus, Mas,s.
in the Turner Grange Hall. There
The administration has agreed to for next year, President Harvey tombstones. It was on one end of
ask him to go to the dance with
•schedule four coed dinners during Warren turned the project over to the Dogpatch and West Overshoe
In the evening Jean Harrington will be hayrides for everyone.
them (he has to go), and teil him and Ray Cloutier will defend the
[ihe remainder of the college year. the Campus Service Commission. Railroad (No trains nights and
A period of various indoor games
only their number and not their negative side of the national high
Ljron Gillespie, in charge of the The cabinet decided that since these Sundays), known to the local peaswill precede the presentation of a
name. Saturday afternoon, the men school debating topic, "Resolved:
Itomniittcc working on the plan, cards on file in the CA office reg- antry as the Decayed and Washed
down-east variety show. An orwill find out who their dates are. That
Lvs that the other three will de- istering student's interest and ex- Out. Now, Sadie.had lived in this
the
Federal
Government chestra will provide music for
Saturday night, the girls will call Should Require the Arbitration of
iMfld upon the campus reaction to perience are open to use by anyone animated graveyard for 21 long
waltzes, jitterbugging, novelty
for the men and take them lo the Labor Disputed in All Basic Amedances, and assistance by local
|the first.
on campus, other major organiza- years and had never had a proposal.
dance. The price will be two cents rican Industries," for Bates.
In citizens in square dancing. A round
In agreement with the Student tions should be conculted as to
"It wasn't that Sadie wasn't
for every inch of the man's waist- the afternoon, Norman Temple,
Icwncil's proposal that the "big what new items they would like to beautiful. She was. Her legs were
of community singing will wind up
line plus the tax.
Bates Acting Director Of Debate, the holiday previous to the departcampus organizations share have included on the revised cards. nice and nobody looked at 'em and
There will be lots of prizes— will address the representatives of
ure of buses for Lewiston about
made cracks about outside calipers
all going to the girls. The best an expected twenty Massachusetts 9:00 p.m.
either. Her complexion was naturDaisy Mae and L'il Abrier cos- high schools on "How to Approach
ally rosy—no acne helped her out.
The total cost is fifty cents intumes, the heaviest and the lightest the Preparation of a Debate on
Her blonde hair was straight from
cluding dinner, transportation and
couple, the men with the biggest Compulsory Arbitration."
Fort Knox. But she'd never had
entertainment.
According to the
and littlest front porches and for
a proposal and she asked her pappy ,
On Saturday the second of four Outing Club, tomorrow will be the
IliacFarlane Club Presents
the best corsage.
See, the girls
why. The old gent put down his ]
(Concert Tuesday
have to make a corsage for their scheduled clinics will be held at last chance for both faculty and
"Love is at its best when the jug, wiped his mouth on his underAcademy,
Pembroke, students to sign up in the Library.
The mu-ical program presented wear and tear of everyday living
man—leaves and vegetables pre- Pembroke
|by MacFarlane Club in the chapel draws its support from moments of shirtin a refined way, and told her J
ferred, skunk cabbage optional—and New Hampshire. The Bates affirm[Tuesday evening, Nov. 18 included high emotional and imaginative
the best one will take a prize. ative team of Frank Chapman and
U
ISchubert's "Symphony No. 8 in B tension; when, as it were, the waThere'll be a few old-fashioned Edward Glanz will engage a Brown
dances and pleyt o' modern ones." University team in the same subMinor" (the Unfinished), and ters drawn from the mountain
"That'll be something", said Bill ject.
|Bach's "Concerto for Two Violins". peaks of emotional experience are
as he dusted me off, "You going?"
The program for Tuesday even- used to provide power for the
The third and fourth clinics will
"Am I going? O, brother—clear be held at Chase Hall, Bates, on
ling. N'ov. 25, will feature the pre- workaday purposes of life."
It's first monthly men's smoker
Ixntation of Tschaikowsky's "Sym"Tomorrow" magazine will begin a past success, the Student Council the flight deck mother, I'm takin' December 5 and at Bangor High
So said Dr. Angelo Bertocci in
School, Bangor, on December 6.
Iphony Xo. 6 in B. Minor' and his
its second annual college writers proceeded to discuss plans for the off to-night!"
speaking before a fireside meeting
"Kum-Back" week-end started
|"Piano Concerto in B Flat Minor
contest this month.
December assembly at their regout with a bang Friday night when
of the Christian Association last
These Tuesday evening musical
Beginning with the opening of ular meeting last week. Harry Jothe Maine Rally got under way at
night in Chase Hall. In his talk,
•programs sponsored by MacFarlane
the
fall semester, the contest will brack and Burt Hammond have
the Alumni Gym. After a torch"What Do We Mean By Love?",
ICIub have become increasingly
run until December 31st, 1947, and been appointed chairmen of the
light parade to the gy mled by the
he distinguished between love as
meeting,
Council president Ed
[popular with the students.
band. Bill Simpson, Master of Cerecrisis and love as continuity. The open to all officially enrolled unGlanz announced.
The date has
[Christian Service Plans Retreat
monies, introduced President Philcrisis type or romantic aspect of dergraduate college students in the
At the last meeting of the Chris- love, said Dr. Bertocci, often can- United States. The best short story been set for December 2.
A survey of the campus musical lips, who was joined Dy representa"Our plans for the program are
tian Service Club, plans were com- not stand the test alone. A contin- will win a $500 first prize, and the
organizations revealed that 25% of tives of three nationalities and a
pleted for a retreat to be held at uity of devotion is also necessary. next best a ?250 second prize. All still slightly nebulous," said Jothe student body is in active parti- Maine farmer. Prexy said a few
brack, "However, we are trying to
[Thomcrag Friday, Nov. 21. Faith
cipation. The largest sirgle group words of welcome to the Alumni
manuscripts received will be conThe speaker was introduced by
obtain movies of either last fall's
|Seiple was in charge of devotions.
is the Choral Society with 100 mem- and everyon ejoined in singing the
sidered for publication.
CA President Harvey Warren, and
World Series or some football reels.
Symbolism will be the topic of
bers, while the Orphic Society, "Bobcat", led by Jim Dempsey.
The board of judges will be comVice President Luella Flett was in
We'll build around these.'
Bates deputation teams furnished Band, and Choir average 30 each.
■discussion at the next meeting on
posed
of
two
teachers
of
writing—
The cheerleaders, John Gaffney
charge of arrangements for the
The black robes worn by juniors devotional services for both sections This does not include the MacFar[Dec. 9. Richard Thompson and
in charge, led the "fight" cheer and
program. Refreshments were served Professor Sidney Cox of Dart- on Ivy Day and by seniors at comjCharles Parsley will be in charge,
mouth, author of the already fam- mencement are in need of repair, of the New England YWCA Busi- lane Club or those students who at- Henry LaVallee '33, the Alumni
by the Social Commission.
[md Hugh Penney will lead the deous treatise on writing, "Indirec- the Council also announced. Plans ness, Professional, and Industrial tend the Tuesday evening Chapel speaker, made it clear that even the
potionc.
programs.
tions," and Professor Mark Scho- are being made to send them away Girls' Conference in Auburn last
seagulls wanted Bates to win.
|SpoSord Receives Newcomers
Director Peter Waring is preparrer of the University of California, for these repairs soon, so that they Sunday morning, Nov. 16.
Jim Anderson, tastefully attired
Poems and short stories submiting these groups for a C.iristmas
well-known critic and author—and will be in good condition for the
in tails and blue jeans, entertained
Leonard
Wilmot
was
speaker
for
■M by the new members for enConcert which will include both
two editors of publishing houses, exercises next June.
with two piano solos. Coach Pond,
pnee into the Spofford Club were
the service at the K. J. Anthony single and joint presentations by
Dorothy Hillyer of Houghton MifAl Angelosante, known as the "Lapd and discussed at the organizaflin, and Ken McCormick of Dou-'
house.
Ralph Schultz was vocal the Orphic and Choral Societies. tin Lover", and Dan Decker, the
Professor Carroll, head of the
J'M's monthly meeting Nov. 11 in
The organist of St. Peter's and
bleday & Company. It is expected
soloist and accompanied himself at
campus mayor, each urged everyeconomics department, presented an
Paul's
Cathedral,
Mr.
Bernard
f« home of Prof. Berkelman.
that the latter two will be alert to
one to support the team in the
the piano.
introduction
to
the
Marshall
Plan
Piche,
will
be
the
guest
performer.
'he writings on the program
any book p ossibilities that may
game on Saturday.
in chapel Friday.
He explained
■"« as follows: "Different", a
At the YWCA, where the other
present themselves.
The band finished its seasoi SatThe Maine Bear was foiled in his
that
Europe's
greatest
problem,
(Continued on page four)
Stories should not exceed 5.000
Bates Juniors and Seniors are be- section of the conference met, Le- urday with an exhibition of pre- attempts to abduct comely co-eds
which necessitates the success of
roy Dancer led the service. Marilyn cision marching by forming the letby a stalwart Bates man carrying
the Marshall Plan, is her inability words in length, should be typed in ing tentatively offered an opporDeston and Brenton Dodge fur- ters M and B at the halftone durtunity
to
participate
in
a
three
standard
manner
for
submission,
a mean rifle, and two weary fireto restore her industries.
Citing
nished music.
ing the game. Credit for the per- fighters, just back from Kezar
the Ruhr Valley coal district as an and should carry on both manu- month seminar trip to London and
Paris
next
summer.
A
total
of
Nelson Home, chairman of the formance goes to Art Griffiths who Falls, demonstrated the technique
example. Prof. Carroll pointed out script and envelope the phrase,
forty students from American col- CA' Deputation Commission, an- led the min the maneuvers, and in starting a backfire.
"Colllege
Contest,"
and
the
writer's,
that we are shipping coal to Europe
Joyce Gilman who twirled the baat great expense, while their mines name, college, and mailing address. leges will be evenly divided be- nounces that arrangements are beThe Faculty; Waring, Monk,
p
°n riday, November 14, six
tween
the
two
capitals.
ing made for Bates students to con- ton.
All entries must be accompanied
Kimball, Temple, Sampson, Rowe
must lie idle.
According to the tentative plan, duct discussions and devotional serThe MacFarlane Club will soon and Company put on a moving draAt present the plan according to by a self-addrescd, stamped ena session of ,he Maine 0
the London group will be informed vices at the State Street and Willis- complete the cataloguing of a recvelope.
L«
S
matic , presentation, superb in its
f scientists at Bowdoin. Dur- Prof. Carroll, is taking on a poliby British officials and youth or- ton Congregational churches, Port- ord library which will be open to technique. With a shout of
tical
aspect
rather
than
real
aid
to
ganizations on problems facing that land: at the Baptist churches in all students.
latj -C tW° day meetin8. represen Europe, for the Russians call it
"HellO-O-O, Bill", eleven husky
T
government. In the meantime the Bath, Fairfield, and .Marston Cor« of the four Maine colleges
football
players maneuvered through
"Truman's Doctrine", and believe
Other recent musical activities
Paris group will be working with ners; and at the Union Chapel,
C Bssed Problems of the s'ate in
the audience and onto the stage to
it to be a plan for opposing Russia.
include
an
election
by
the
Choral
UNESCO, (United Nations Educa- Danville Junction.
economic and social fields.
Society which installed Bob Smith do a take-off of the team in action.
. <endmg from Bates were pro{ Carroll continued that Marshall's
tional, Scientific and Cultural OrThe program ended with a
as President, Joanne Williams as
intention was
simply to put
Tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the Car- ganization) getting on-the-job trainTEAM
cheer and the singing of
Vice
President,
Rich
Johnston
and
Jics D
nay Carro" of the Eco" Europe's economy on a sound basis,
negie Science Building, Mrs. Agnes ing with international organization.
■•„ . . 'Partment; Robert E.
but our own statesmen have inDot Stetson as Managers. Another the Alma Mater.
UCt0r in hist0ry; Dr
Seavey, director of Maine School | The groups will exchange cities af- «
it
election by the Orphic Society has
creased Russia's suspicions.
The of Commerce will speak on "Voca- ter 1-2 months and continue the
I
A. Hovey, professor of hischosen Carlton Davis as ConcertHarriman Committee repoted, "One
tional Applications of Commercial work started.
[/• Joseph LeMaster, instructor
master and Leonard Wilmont as
of our chief purposes is to counter Training." Those who expect to!
Interested students should have
Manager.
Communistic
movement
in
Europe.
•bma nof,heSocioI
D
utilize secretarial skills in a career had a course in American GovernOtherwise we may be faced with
Monday
morning
Mr.
Richard
ment
and
Conversational
French.
will find this talk important.
& Jd Professor Paul B .Barta Communistic Europe."
l
Morris P. Cates, Deputy Com- Approximately $1000 will be needed Mansfield of the Psychology De"e Economics Department.
missioner for Vocational Education for expenses. Further information partment spoke in chapel on the
"A basic part of college education
in the Maine State Department of can be found on the Politics Club "Vocational Aspects of Psycholis to develop in each student a
re
Education, gave a lecture on "Ca- bulletin board in room I, Hathorn. ogy." He expressed the belief that
sense of community responsibilimany students spend years preparreers in Industrial Education" OcWednesday, Nov. 19
ty," said Dr. Phillips, Nov. 13,
ing for a career but little time ac"In 1946 there were 1-2 million speaking at Nasson College before
Career Conference, Carnegie 25, tober 30.
tually studying its various aspects. major crimes in the U. S. That
Mr. Cates emphasized promotiona joint meeting of students and the
7:00-8:00
p.m.
Mrs.
Agnes
Seavey,
LThe last
Four new members of the Bates He outlined a two-fold program means a major crime was being Springvale Woman's Club.
»b Wac . """"V of the French Director of Maine School of Com- al aspects of his work, stating that
for eliminating this lack. (1) Ob- committed every twenty seconds."
through planning and conference faculty were interviewed on the
"An important test of the success
«7nnMd T.Uesda* November merce.
tain adequate information about In this way Mr. Xenophon D.
regular
"Bates-on-the-Air"
radio
methods even people who were hosFriday, Nov. 21
of any college," said the President,
^sibtPm' II was Welded that
your
career
from
the
library,
PlaceMichopolous began his speech to
a
WAA Co-Recreation Volley Ball, tile to industrial changes could program over WCOU last Wednes"is whether or not its graduates
r'0r< i . Package would be sent
day.
They were Mrs. Dorothea ment Office, and on-the-job inter- the International Group of the
frequently
be
persuaded
to
accept
St
«o the club's Cage 7-8 p.m. recognize their responsibility to soSed
'
views.
(2)
Discover
information
Powers, Mr. Roy Fairfield, Mr. ArY. W. C. A. on Nov. 18.
new programs.
FranCe
ther
Saturday. Nov. 22
ciety.
They must be willing to
about yourself with the aid of psythur
Monk,
and
Mr.
Peter
Waring.
W ,bes
Speaking
on
executive
efficiency,
The roots of this serious problem study the issues involved in eleclw!., 'i
«t later.
Sadie Hawkins Day.
chological
tests.
Lou Flett conducted the interMr. Cates emphasized that arbiof increasing crime rate arises from tions so that they can vote intelliTuesday, Nov. 25
games were
d a
«d at tk.
views and Stan Moody was the antrary
methods
and
autocratic
acPsychological training helps one the inadequacy of family training gently. Some of them must seek
eXt meetin
Christian
Science
Lecture,
Cha°"P win K
"
8 the
tion are the wrong way to accom- nouncer.
to underst?nd others and make a and community groups, according public offices even though financial
r
**h c'7'n/o 'earn and sing pel 8:00-9:00 p.m.
The program today at 4:30 will satisfactory adjustment to one's oc- to Mr. Michopolous. It is imporV aro,s
plish things. The people, he said,
sacrifice is involved. The college
as* '
for ,he Christmas
Career Conference Carnegie Z5,
feature a "Jazz Combo" of Henry cupation and is a necessary prere- tant to prevent new criminals from
which does not develop such a spirThe
17:00-8:00 p.m. Dr. Irving Goodof, who lead rather than drive their
Santos, Mike Lategola, "Wimp" quisite for such fields as clinical arising, he continued, and to stem
it in its students is not doing its
H 0f -S'u ended With the "°«r assistant pathologist at CMG Hos- subordinates are the opes who really
Larochelle,
and "Doc" Lloyd.
guidance, and personnel work.
juvenile law violators.
job."
i
*•« Marseillaise".
■. ,
I Bet results.

\Social Commission Sets
\J)ate For tCoed Dining

ICampus Clubs
\Report Meetings

Bertocci Suggests
Balance In Love

not to worry. Naturally, he was
annoyed when she asked him the
same damn question only fifteen
years later. But he loved his fading daughter.
And, being a big
wheel in Dogpatch—he was the
local privy-builder—he declared Sadie Hawking Day. He got the young
men of Dogpatch—the ones that
were still un-jailed—and made a
speech:
'Now, heah this! Ah, Hepzibah
Hawkins, do declare this hyah day
to be Sadie Hawkins Day. Yo men
is to staht runnin whin Ah fyah
ma rifle. Whin Ah fyah it agin, yo
women is to staht chasin'. Eff'n yo
drag yo man across de finish line
by sundown, he's your'nl'
"And that's how Sadie Hawkins
Day got started, Bill".
"What's Bates going to do about
it?" inquired Bill as my handset
curls vanished like the last rose of
summer.
"Next Saturday morning, Bill,
the kids are putting on a skit showing the history of Sadie Hawkins
Day.
Admission free, of couise.
Mayor Dan Decker will read a Sadie Hawkins Day Proclamation and
fire the starting guns. If the men
are still running and fighting by

Clinic Highlights
Dartmouth Debate

Tomorrow" Calls Stu-C Discusses
For Short Stories Next Assembly

Faculty, Alumni
Students Unite
To Present Rally

Musical Groups Lead Campus Clubs;
Choral Society Has Largest Number

College Groups
Aid Conference

Carroll Explains "Stop
Gap" Plan And Purpose

Foreign Seminar Open
To Juniors, Seniors

°cial Scientists Hold
inference At Bowdoin
oi the Baus facui,y at

Sr

'

Secretarial Jobs Topic
For Tonight's Lecture

fnH>7T

Study Tour Career
Begs Psych Instructor

[ ach Club Boasts
9 Novel Activities

t^Wn"? "

- °

Dr. Phillips Stresses
Social Responsibility

Too Much Crime' Says
Michopolous To YWCA

Calendar

Bates-On-The-Air
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There's Something Rotten

Hamlet said, "There is something rotten in Denmark."
Today many students have paraphrased this to read, "There's
sometning rotten at Bates.'' Considering the time spent in
criticizing aspects of tne school it seems there must be some
basis.
Much of the bull sessions revolve around food. In general tnere are three points made, the first being the poor
preparation of tne food, generally. Tne second is the excess
of starch. And lastly, there isn't even enough of what
there is.
Another point is the administration. Here the comment is that tnis group has one consistent trait.—inconsistency. Also there is tne apparent attituoe that the students
are potential juvenile delinquents.
These are only two of the many complaints, but what
can be oone about them? Part of the answer depends on
the student who, as yet, has only criticized negativistically.
It's time to examine the real means he has for discussion of
these gripes.
Tnere's the Bates Conference Committee: a group about
which everyone hears, and no more. Could it be tnat tnrough
the hours of talk, the student hasn't taken time to find out
about tne most important link between student and Administration?
'Ihen there's the Student Council, which to a large number is merely synonymous with Freshmen Rules. If that be
true, the student hasn't a gripe; he elects Stu-C and he
should let his representatives know what he's thinking.
It is apparent that the students have the vehicles for
acting, or at least airing their complaints, yet the stuoent
booy hasn't even the iniative to vote in its own elections.
However, this is a democracy, where action is by choice. The
vehicles exist; the course of action is open; the choice of
action has not been made.
Richard Michaels
We Thank You
With the football season now over, we'd like to take
this opportunity to tell the team, "Nice going, gang. We
can't give you scholarships or steaks, but we students do
appreciate your sacrifices of time and energy."
We are also grateful to two other groups. We haven't
the biggest college band in the country, but they've done
well, 'ihe addition of Joyce Gilman's fine baton twirling is a
distinct asset, and we hope she'll be starting another Bates
tradition. Tnere's a good nucleus of underclassmen for next
year, and if more musicians turn up in the next freshmen
clas^, the band should be even better. Mr. Waring and company, take a bow.
Our thanks go to the other "color" group, the cheerleaders. In the past, try-outs for cheerleaders have been
noted for their consistent lack of response. All the more
credit then should go to this year's swell group, some of
whom have never before spent Saturday afternoons directing vocal support.
The student body can well be proud of its team, band,
and cheerleaders.
Harry Jobrack

HOLLYWOOD
BEAUTY SALON

Courtesy

Quality

Service

You've Tried the Rest,
Now Try the Best

Experts in
PERMANENT WAVING
Cutting, Finger Waving and
All Lines of Beauty Culture
363 MAIN ST.

PHONE 406

COLLEGE

-

DRY CLEANING

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.

Tel. 83325

A POINT OF VIEW ON
AMERICAN COMMUNISM

By Glenn Kumekawa
"The fact is that American Communist propaganda is an instrument
of Russia.—(Newsweek, Oct. 20.)
"The Communist Party constitutes a fifth column in the United
States."—(J. Edgar Hoover.)
On March 14, 1947, in the foreign
ministers' meeting held in Moscow,
Secretary of State Marshall reiterated a fundamental principle of
American democracy. "The United
States,*' said he, "insists that all
occupied countries must have political freedom. Every political party
must be guaranteed freedom of action, because diverse opinions are
inherent in the democratic method."
Meanwhile, 9,000 miles away in
Washington, D. C, Secretary of
Labor
Schwellenbach
advocated
the "outlawing" of the Communist
Party in the United States.
In quick succession the following
week, a Presidential executive order was issued for the purging from
the ranks of the civil service those
persons connected in any way with
the Communist Party, and in the
80th Congress, a bill making membership to the Communist Party a
federal crime was proposed.
I should like to ask two questions about this trend of thought.
How effective will such a program be, with the ultimate obective
of curtailing the spread of Communism in the United States?
It will not be an affective means,
if we realize and recognize the almost fanatical loyalty of this group
to their idealogy. It WILL mean
that Communists will be forced
underground", much as they were
during the '20's, following World
War I. It WILL mean that they
will be far more dangerous, insofar
as they will cloak their actions behind the .masks of legitimate
groups. It WILL give them, on the
surface, a chance to portray themselves as "martyrs".
It is therefore my contention
that we must oppose them only
through
democratic,
legitimate
channels; by constantly exposing
the stand of the Communist Party,
exposing its inconsistencies, above
(Continued on page four)

Norrfe-Hayden Laundry
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Bob Jones, Bardwell House
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tureship of
The First
Scientist, in
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The

Boston Tea Store
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Fancy Groceries and

GEORGE ROSS
Ice
Cream
Lewiiton

Do you buy $ya shirts?
$35 neckties?\
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BUT.. .
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Bates Students

Telephone 153

249 Main St.

Good news . . . wc have
some brand new

SMITH-CORONA

PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
Including Tax
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In January Dr. Bertocci plans to
show a French sound film, also
open to everyone in the college. If
there is a profit from this showing,
the money will go to aid in the
support of a French child whom
La Petite Academie has been supplying with food and other necessities.
Before the war there used to be
an annual outing at Thorncrag for
a spaghetti dinner.
Dr. Bertocci
intimates that this custom may be
revived.
Growing out of the earlier Cercle
Francais, La Petite Academie is a
venerable member of the departmental clubs and is open to all
students who have taken French in
college.

$82.15

Visit Us Now!

Sears, Roebuck and Co.

The second Tuesday evening of
each month this group meets for
an hour and a quarter "to have fun
with the language."
Sometimes unprecedented things
happen. At the last meeting, the
uninitiated will be surprised to
learn, members concluded that
Cleopatra married Napoleon, and
that the couple went on a honeymoon to Brazil. No, the French
students weren't disputing the facts
of history. They were playing
games.
Music, Movies, And Spaghetti
Occasionally the club holds a
musical program.
The club has
many French records, both classical and folk music. At the December meeting there will be a carol

James Harry McReynolds,
C.S.B. of Dallas, Texas

in the College Chapel

OUR ONE-STOP SHOPPING CENTER
Completely Stocked with Cold Weather Needs

]

TD ORms

classroom. We try to speak French sing that will be open to the whole
most of the time."
college as it was last year.

f
You are invited to attend
a free lecture on
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

°< all

And
■*« a ;»
~.u ,„hpn he introduced a gad- ed,
This one we had to Cai w
fhe house locked at night. The thing ond time around Le<J
looks like a cribbage board and fire, but we haven't hj!
contains a peg for each man As say, yet, that it wasn't » '
ing for. That Maine
they come in at night the fellows
urday is probably [ni^
move their pegs from one row of
holes to the other. Thus the last in the annals oi all \i • ' ott
one in knows he has to lock the football tussles, as one'^
door. "Don't forget to peg out is forgotten. Those Orono B "'
the men's version of the girls' once ed away a state *rie,j5
familiar "sign out" notice on the they did it the hard way T?
to play a full 60 minute's ^
Mitchell door.
football to stop us.
Another difficulty arose with the
Sampsonville was out in i
■act that Mitchell House has the
only hot water heating system on some through the courtesy
campus. When the men moved in operation of competent b^'
they were used to steam heat and ters. And the men :10Wt(I7.'
P
didn't know that when one radiator sorts of attire, designcd (0 «
and
not
style.
Perhaps
0u
is turned off in Mitchell the whole
r a,
publication,
Esquire Ifa,
heating system is cut.
"It's a choice between roasting should take notice and get a 1
on what the smartiydressi
and freezing," says Gaffney.
will wear to cold and Windy I
"They'll just have to leave the ball games.
heat on," says Mr. Sampson. "AnyFrom where we sat we
body who gets too hot can either
help but notice, and envy ^"'\
throw a blanket over his radiator or
little chapeau of Xeil ^'J
just open a window."
had the tang of salty sea air J
makes one think of \^J
trousers and lots of Wnal
the Merry, Lategola showed 3
We certainly are sorry to see an- the latest thing in off-the- fc9
other football season come to a blankets and »hat inevitable J|
close. How about a big hand for the with the turned up brim.
team, the band, and the cheerlead- doesn't Dr. Painter look gotf.!
blue?
"
ers?
Johnny Driscoll was om ii
f|
Did "Diz' ever tell you about the
parade that he led through the roon and white ensemble 3
streets of Karachi? After giving a sure to satisfy the style-conic,
rupee to a beggar woman with a seeker of hot-dogs, and Phi: j
small child, he had scores of rag- don's outer garment was oat i
ged little Indians milling around those cute shortcoats in that «|
him much to his dismay yelling, esting tone of olive drab that
army helped to make so popnin
"Bahaheesh, sahib".
Little Jackie, Mike's right hand couple of years ago.
helper at the Hobby Shoppe, came
The night before we sat in oat~i
into a store the other night all rally in Alumni Gym, and
bundled up in a heavy GI jacket. watched
Sampsonville prodml
However, somehow our boys dis- Never have we seen Mr. Wins!
covered that beneath her coat she looking more devastatingly bti»|
was only clad in pajamas!
ful. You could sense the nsjl
The CA members at the de-cap- grandeur in her — oopsl — htl
ping party were quite surprised grand performance, following Kill
when the Smith Hall South fellows Temple all over the place.
turned the affair into a religious
There was another member il
discussion group.
our group present up there oc &
It looks as if the "Devout stage also. A permanent membs-l
Queen" and the "Lovely Princess" honorary, but permanent. And til
won't be forgotten for a long time. do mean Mr. Sampson. Guess tall
Our warriors did a valiant job of tour in "Me 'n the Missus" gaveks(
defending the goal posts Saturday. the necesasry experience to i
The war was won, but casualties a difficult part like that one Fri*j|
were heavy. However, the facilities night. Congratulations to him a|
for "doctoring up" we hear were another fine performance.
terrific over at Smith — and J. B.
Well, it's time to go to pral
The mid-semester "exams' are again. We're sitting here, very"™0!
about over — thank goodness! It afraid that we're gonna miss VI
wasn't the questions that were so other deadline. The view is prrtJ-1
difficult, it was the answers.
From our vantage point we can «|
And the big brown bear at the clearly that beautiful silver and*
rally —who was it? Three guesses! gle pole that was once part o.
We see that ,Mr. Sampson's goalposts. It's still up — »nd •"
GUM sign at Commons now has a moral victory for all of us. Twl
illustrations.
Bears certainly weren't of t>
The Whit
pole-r variety.

.. Sunfcue TUiae

IM

By Ann-Elizabeth Small
"We are not a bunch of intellectuals talking about abstractions in
a foreign jargon, nor are we eager
beavers who want to extend the
class beyond the classroom period.
We just meet together to have fun
with the French language, and to
learn to feel at home with it."
This is how La Petite Academic
is described by its president, Alice
Hammond.
More Chance To Talk
Dr. Bertocci, faculty advisor of
the organization, says he thinks
the chief function of the French
club is to bring students interested
in the language to learn the civilization of the country from which it
springs.
"And the best thing about it," he
states, "is that there is much more
chance for the individual to express
himself there than is possible in a
|
|
j

But Mitchell is
more than just the men's side of
campus. "We're setting up a service for guys less fortunately located," says Jobrack. "We 11 keep
tabs on their girls from my w.ndow
with a stop watch and report on
how much time they spend m the
Hobby Shoppe with other men.
Only slight changes were necessary to convert the house for men s
Workmen partitioned the reUSe
ception room off into a smoker and
a bedroom. Stan Smith now has a
fireplace beside his desk.
Mitchell's 26 men seem to like
their new house. "Its more like
home than the dorms,' says Gaffney. He and Mr. Sampson agree
that from all appearances everybody has been good about not
smoking anywhere in the house
except in the one room provided
for the purpose.
Cribbage Board System
Indeed there have been few problems
so
far.
Gaffney
started
smoothing out one wrinkle last

Another Back-to.rT.^
has gone the way

™rl2.?e hopes wi.l help keep

te

By Robert Foster
As Smith Hall goes, so goes
Mitchell.
"And it's an awful shame," says
.Marjorie McKeand, dethroned vicepresident of the house that was for
years one of the favorite women's
dorms on campus.
"Not everybody knows we've
taken over," comments John Gaffney, the new proctor of Mitchell
House. "Lovers keep phoning and
asking for Jane and Irene."
"We were thinking of having tea
and crumpets ready for alumni women who dropped in on us by mistake during Back-to-Bates weekend," says Harry Jobrack.
Service For Anxious Romeos
Just why was Mitchell House
given to the men this year?
"We have more men and less women on campus," explains Dean
Sampson. "We picked the only
house of the right size that is convenient to the men's side of campus yet isolated from the other
girls' houses."

Students Have
Fun In French

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

"SANITONE" Service

Cummings

NEWS pRo„SAMPSONvZl

Smooth Mitchell
Reconversion
f** Politics Preferred
Radiators
Except For Girls, Pegs

The Smith-Corona "Sterlina"'
pictured has everything that
goes to make a fine p^^
• • ■ long, convenient line 8pace
lever, quiet cushioned shift,
back spacer and many other
features. Case included.
Budget Plan $16.43 Down, $5.81 a Month

If you don't light your cigars
with five dollar bills . . .
If you want VALUE, QUALITY and AMERICA*
FAVORITE COLLEGE STYLES
"ASK FOR ARROWS'
&*"

J"
aborts

from%3.2s\

Undershirts
Sports shirts ...'..'.
Handktrcbitfs ....

»"
"'
"

■1.00
QQ
.85
4.25
.35

fS&n&ifo
Cor. LUbon and Ash St..

Lewis**

Phone 680

PECK'S Street Floor

ARROW SHIRTS AND TIES'
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.—■
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'ighting Bobcats Win Respect In Great Comeback
Letter To
fte Bobcats
jotlemen.

^

wgs

tackied

tn£3u >ard line last E

' ;fternoon. the horn sounded
C h ought an end to your best
fc IS of «-e '47 -son, and
ll hat an end to the very seaf. ,;' We have a lot on our
L"!o tell you today and in do-

Len Hawkins Finishes
Bates Grid Career As
Valuable End Reserve
The accompanying photograph
will introduce Lenny Hawkins, who
in his senior year, is no stranger
to Bates grid enthusiasts.
They
have all seen him doing a grand
job alternating with "Cuddle" at
that right end position.

| materially ceased to ex.st as a
„il«s of your record next
^Kam-eHwillbeadifTer'
even though you are only
„o starters through grad[
It is our hope, therefore,
Ct one last look at the team
«ch. •«** could on,y existx
,h the close cooperation of
lividuals.
L should be a great source of
ie to each one of you, and we
including your coaches Pond
Pttro as members »f the team,
know the wonderful things they
„ saving about your perform- against Maine. The idea is
,s best expressed by Bud Corirhaps
of the Portland Sunday TeleLong
t "The King is dead!
,he King! . . . But, brethren,
the ex-King from the field
„lS shield, with full honorsl"
above can be multiplied a huntings, and they are all referto the spirit and attitude with
Jh you stayed in the game, after
par powerful opponents had twice
fored. Bill Cunningham was also
ftply impressed, as evidenced in
lengthy report of the game in
today's Herald.
(Continued on page four)

else?), "Hawk" gave the public
schools twelve faithful but uneventful years, for he didn't participate
in any interscholastic sports until
coming to Bates in the fall of 1941.
He gained a berth on the freshman
team that included this year's teammate, John Thomas, and last season's Jackie Joyce.
He added a
varsity "B" to his frosh numerals
the next fall.
Enlisting in Uncle Sam's navy at
the end of his sophomore year.
"Swivel-hips (you should "have seen
him throw them around while running an intercepted Northeastern
pass back for thirty yards) took

58 Court St.

For Campus Wear
Bright Plaid Shirts
$5.95 to $13.95

\The Store oi Service
and Experience"
fit Specialize in School & College
Equipment for Every Sport

M 6727-W

Auburn, Me.

Coach C. Ray Thompson will issue his winter track call for both
the frosh and varsity today to start
training for the current season.
As yet, Coach Thompson has
made no survey of the talent available, so no prediction of the team's
strength can be made at this time.
He is planning to run the freshBy Dave Turkeltaub
man gym classes through several
Garcelon Field held more excitetrack and field events to see if
some hidden talent among the ment than it has in many a moon
when Maine came to town on Satgreenies can be located.
urday. The day was bright and
If a large number of freshmen
clear; the temperature, nippy; and
turn out, that, plus a nucleus of
the crowd, filling the little field to
last year's veterans, should give
capacity, in a high tension of anthe Garnet track teams more
ticipation.
strength in the next two years than
Maine fans were hopeful of rootthey have had for some time.
ing their men on to the first State
Art Hutchinson
Championship since 1934, while
Bates partisans were set on seeing
BATES-MAINE STATISTICS the Bobcats top the Black Bears
and tie for the crown.

Climax Game Provided Plenty Of Color
As Teams Dueled Before Full House

First Downs
Yds Rush
Lost Rush
Net Rush
Pass Tries
Gain Pass
Net Pass-Rush
Pass Completed
Born twenty-four years ago in Pass Intercepted by
Framingham (it's in Mass.—where Yds Penalized

SPORTING GOODS CO

Special Rates To
Bates Students

Thompson Calls
Out Winter Track

FRANK'S
ttOBC
1205 MAIN ST.

rOB
MtN
LEWISTON

A fighting Bates Bobcat team that didn't know the mean ing of giving up won the admiration and respect of all New
England last Saturday afternoon on Garcelon Field as they came back in the second half to tie up the score with the University of Maine bei'ore finally losing out by a score of 19-13. The victory gave the Black Bears undisputed claim to the Maine
State Series Championship. This, together with a 21-6 Bowdoin victory over Colby, left the other colleges in a three-way tie.
The afternoon's hard play saw many individual heroes for both sides. In winning, Maine can boast of such standouts as
Henry Dombkowski, Reggie Lord, Phil Coulombe, and Hal Parady. However, Ducky Pond will always remember, right up
there with his Yale greats of former years, a starting team that made up in courage what they lacked in numbers.
If Bates had won, the name of

Maine Bates
14
o
254
133
38
20
216
113
4
19
71
127
287
240
3
5
2
0
50
15

third period, was perhaps the greatest in his career. It seemed to start
as a pass play, Art fading toward
the sideline behind nice protection.
Then suddenly he cut down the
sideline, flashing by three Maine
men who appeared to have him
trapped. As blocking began to
form ahead of him, Art faked, sidestepped, and swivel-hipped his way
through at least five more men,
who looked to have him cornered.
Then having covered 20 yards, he
was hit from behind on the 10.
Blanchard quickly lateralled to Al
Five touchdowns were scored. Howlett who carried the mail the
That the odd one decided the con- remaining distance.
But Art doesn't deserve all the
test, indicates the game's closeness.
And oddly enough, a number 41 on orchids. Jesse Castanias more than
each side had a great deal to do proved his ability. He played
aggressively throughout, making
with the afternoon's excitement.
Number 41 for Bates, little Art fine driving runs, tackling decisively
Blanchard, was mighty big in the on defense. Jesse plowed 15 yards
Bates attack, running, kicking and around end for the first Bobcat
passing.
Number 41 for Maine, score, returned a Bear kickoff 40
(Continued on page four)
equally small Hank Dombkowski,
main threat for the Bear offensive,
Step out for that evening snack to
confined his work to just running
and kicking.
LEE'S VARIETY STORE

basic training at Newport, and later graduated from the Quartermaster school at Bainbridge. He
served fourteen months in the PaTo compare the two: Art is a
cific theater in this capacity, Oki- shifty runner with speed to burn
nawa being the roughest part of and very hard to stop in an open
the stretch.
field, as ,Maine discovered. DombReturning to the Bates gridiron kowski, on the other hand, is hard
scene six months after his dis- to stop due to his driving power.
charge in '46, Lenny saw plenty of
Dombkowski's best play, the one
action during the regular undefea- in which he continually piled up
ted season and in the Glass Bowl yardage, was a delayed buck. Parthriller.
ady, the quarterback, first faked a
A second semester senior, the handoff to the other backs cutting
"Hawk" is an Economics major. by him, then gave the pigskin to
We couldn't stick him as to future Dombkowski, who sliced over guard
plans, but marriage to that lovely or tackle.
gal back home is quote, quite posBlanchard's play, of course, was
sible, unquote. Hi theah, daddyl
the off-tackle smash, but an end
Danny Reale
run, which tied the score in the

and so's the Greyhound fare

HOME
Your pocketbook won't be on the losing rfo> * • » * *""
« Greyhound', low-level fare, throw a block *£****"g
tr
«el expen.ee 1 Whether yon're heading for home, the Dig
g»t, or a week-end vi.it, you'll go farther for less Dy
preyhoundl While you're at it, you can deep, study, <or re
™ w one of Greyhound', deep-cu.hioned chair.. So ta«e
J ««y on your budget . . . make it ea.y on yourself . . .
**• *n •a.y-riding Greyhound I

'"Afield

M*<

5.05
4.45

Round Trip
14.90
9.10
8.05
Plus U.

One Way
New Haven 1545
Worceater
3.65
New York
5.95
S. Tax

Round Trip

$9.85
6.60

10.75

Plan, now to take Special Express busses to Boston for Xroas
Vacation.

Call Greyhound Agent for particulars.

GREYHOUND

EMPIRE THEATRE

STRAND THEATRE

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Nov. 19-20-21-22

Wed. & Thurs., Nov. 19-20
"Spirit of West Point" Blanchard
"Keeper of the Bees" Glenn Davis

THE UNSUSPECTED
Joan Caulfield
Claude Rains
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
Nov. 23-24-25
MAGIC TOWN
James Stewart
Jane Wyman

Fri. & Sat., Nov. 21-22

Gosselin's Market
BEVERAGES and
SANDWICHES
To Take Out
203 COLLEGE ST.
OPEN 7 A. M. to 12 P. M.
AUBURN THEATRE
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Nov. 20-21-22

IVY
Joan Fontaine
Herbert Marshall

"Buckaroo From Powder River"
Fri. & Sat. Only 5 Acts Vaudeville
Charles Starrett
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
"Moss Rose"
Cummings
Nov. 23-24-25-26
Sun., Mori., Tues., Nov. 23, 24, 25
HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS
"Thunderbolt"
All Star
Franchot Tone
"Possessed"
Crawford-Helfin
Lucille Ball

ROBERT P. TRISTRAM COFFIN

00&A

One Way

417 MAIN STREET
Specializing in Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Beverages of all kinds
"The Store with Friendly Service"

into his own this particular afternoon, burst through to block the
attempted conversion.
Maine came right back a few
plays later to cross the Garnet's
goal line again. The Bobcats hadn't
been able to do anything after receiving the kickoff, and Art punted
out of bounds on the Maine 47.
After on line play, Parady faded
back and passed to Emerson who
was clear on the Bates 35, and the
Maine end scampered over for the
second touchdown. Dombkowski's
kick was good and Maine led 13-0
at half time.
The Bobcats received the second
half kickoff and didn't relinquish
the ball as they ran and passed to
a score. Blanchard and Castanias
brought the ball from their own
26 to 37 yard line in three plays.
Art passed one into the arms of
Bill Cunnane on the Maine 46. After two more plays, Blanchard sent
(Continued on page four)

Listen to

A Maine Thanksgiving"

,

Art Blanchard would have superseded that of Mr. Dombkowski as
the feature billing.
It was little
Artie who climaxed what is perhaps his greatest season of football
by sparking the Garnet with his
superb running, passing, punting,
and choice of plays.
Art didn't
fcore against Maine, and yef, he
was a factor in both touchdowns.
Acid to the list the names of Jesse
Castanias, Al Howlett, Norm Parent, and eyery man that got into
'be Bates lineup. It is only as the
Story unfolds that the greatness will
reveal itself.
The first period was scoreless,
with play between the two teams
hard and fairly even.
It saw a
Blanchard quick kick go outside on
the Maine 4 yard line, and a little
later, saw Blanchard going through
a big hole from his own 34 to 46
yard line, being tackled only by the
safety man.
After a Blanchard punt had been
returned to the 30 yard line of
Maine, the Black Bears opened up
an attack that brought them a
touchdown in 14 plays, Dombkowski scoring from the one yard line.
Jesse Castanias, who really came

ifatoewr

Monday, November 24, 8:00 p. m. WCOU

2?
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(Continued from page trhee)

Letter To Bobcats
the ball down to the Maine 10 bu<
Those of you who played on last was stopped on fourth and one.
year's Glass Bowl team surpassed Maine punted again to Howlett on
our previous performance in every the 38. From the Maine 31 yard
case this season. Art Blanchard line on fourth down. Art weaved
demonstrated time after time that and twisted through a host of
he rates in the same class as the Maine players and lateralled to
game's immortals, not only by his Howlett on the 10, the latter scorremarkable evasive ability, but by ing to tie up the game. Thomas'
his possession of what is politely attempted conversion was -blocked.
called intestinal fortitude. The latMaine came right back and drove
ter phrase can also best describe down the field on sheer power to
the brilliant defensive work of score again, Dombkowski crossing.
Xorm Parent, who lillingly left his His placement missed but Maine
more favorable center position to now led by a score of 19-13.
Castanias took the kickoff to his
fill in the big backfield gap left by
Joe Larochelle. Come another sea- own 48. Jesse almost broke away
son Norm, and we would like to see on this play and had the crowd up
on its feet.
The Maine defense
you back at center on offense.
We must close soon, but before stiffened, and the Bears drove down
doing so, would like to once again to the Bates 30 before being
go over the rest of your starting stopped.
With time rapidly running out,
lineup; Bill Cunnane and Dick
Scott at the ends; tackles Lindy Nick Valoras passed to Dick Scott
Blanchard, John Thomas, and Wal- on the SO yard stripe. After three
ly Leahey; guards Don Connors pass attempts went incomplete, Bill
and Hod Record, Al Angelosante Cunnane came running into the
at center, and backs Al Howlett game and proceeded to snare one
from Blanchard on the 30 as the
and Jesse Castanias.
game ended.
Respectfully yours,
The Sports Editor
Maine Game
a high one down the field and up
to meet it was Dick Scott on the
Maine 20; he went to the 15 before being tackled. On a fake re
verse. Jesse Castanias traversed the
Maine left end and scored behind
beautiful blocking. Johnny Thomas
kicked the point. Score, Maine 13,
Bates 7.
The Black Bears couldn't get out
of their territory after receiving the
kickoff. After a punt, Bates worked

Lambda Alpha Hears
Music By Members

Gordon's Restaurant
Where The Food Is Away:

Climax Game
yards in the final period, and
blocked an extra point attempt.
While throwing orchids around,
we cant leave out Angelosante or
Parent who did a masterful job of
backing up the line, plugging holes,
stopping runners, and who were in
on most of the important tackles.
Orchids should be given to the entire team, for playing their hearts
out against a stronger opponent.
The Bates line was charging
hard, stopping all the power plays,
but the deception of the Maine T
and the quick-opening plays allowed Dombkowski to break away.
Ducky alternated his linemen to
keep them as rested as possible.
Thomas, Lindy, Blanchard, Leahy,
Thompson, Record, Tessicini, and
Conners shuttled in and out.
Scott and Cunnane didn't allow
Maine to run the ends. A 40 yard
Blanchard to Scott pass set up the
first touchdown, while Big Bill
made several important catches.
Half-time antics were provided by
the freshman comedy team of Gra-

Fr. Sweetoer Addresses
Three Worship Groups

(Continued from page two)
board
and
through
democratic
Sunday night in the Trinity
means. Not to deny Communists
rectory
Father
Robert
After a brief business meeting civil liberties but to challenge their Church
entertainment was provided consist- position as "champions of democ- Sweetser talked to the Canterbury
Club on Anglo-Catholicism.
ing of a piano duet played by Win- racy" - that must be the imperative
aim
of
the
American
public.
The worship service led by Fanie and Arlene Sweet, a piano solo
The Fascist methods of the Rus- ther Sweetser opened at seven-thirplayed by Rachel Eastman, and
sian NKVD, the German Gestapo, ,y
Present at the meeting were
solos sung by Arlene Tufts, Lois
and
the
militaristic
Japanese representatives of Judson group and
Hefferman, and Jean Hascall.
thought police have been too well the Newman group.
Mrs. Powers was the guest of the I known to us. We saw how thouevening.
sands and thousands of persons, ous- to the American public?
even suspected of harboring "dan- Where is the line to be drawn?
dy and Rosasco.
A pseudo Art gerous" thought, were exiled, imWhen the state can impose upon
Blanchard appeared as an animal prisoned, and executed. Are we on
trainer, making a bear go through the very same road to a fascist it, constituents what they must
think and what not to think, then
a series of tricks, finally killing it state, American style?
Is there not a dangerous trend is not that government well on the
with a pistol.
road
toward
a
totalitarianistic
The fight over the goal posts, af- developing if such a proposal it
state?
ter the game game was over, pro- adopted?
Is it not possible that this is the
vided almost as much excitement
Granted that Communists must
as the game itself.
Maine parti- beginning of wholesale infringe- be fought. Let us do it in a demosans, elated over the victory, sue ment of civil rights? No minority cratic manner and not in a fascistic
ceeded in tearing down part of one party is immune from this danger. manner totally alien and fundamengoal post, but Bates men rallied to What is there to stop the outlaw- tally contrary to the traditions of
the cause, and with their honor at ing of other .minority parties, as American democracy. Above all let
stake, defended the remaining pole the America* Labor Party, the us not burn down the House of Desuccessfully. The damage done was CIO-PAC, the Socialist Party, the mocracy in order to smoke out a
one bent and broken goal post, a Prohibition Party and the like, be'couple of rats".
few bloody noses, some bruised hind the mask of being "dangerknuckles, and hurt pride.

Campus ciU|
S
(Continued ■>„„,
short story by \|arv">%,
ing Log" and "|m " hVJ
Sun and Moon" , Vj
Jane Hosking- ••S'.<u7°
by Lois Javier; -u
1946" and "Nocr 'eni^
to
two poems by Beverh7, S
song of the Xi,,,story by Abrah^^l
net by Ann Lawlon * %
Home", a short .[Q^\
Norris.
is.
' by fa

The club's m t m
uled for Dec. 9 at frf1*
Politics Club Announcl"1"
December Program
The Ban-.-. |.„;i;i^
nounced its progran] f »I
of December.
',ht
On Dec. 9 an
Lars L.nd. will taIk.

'
s

;-

Kr.ljad has been ;„*££
1
several years.
"Nearest Spot to the
at

Ernie's Market
GROCERIES and BEVERA6Q
OF ALL KINDS

Lewiston
Shoe Hospital

For That . . .
EVENING SNACK

"Where Bates Students Go"

Tasty and Good

Politics Preferred

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

88 Russell St.
Open 7 a. m.

.
to 10 p. m

^1

Ray's I.G.A. Store
Thr.»e minutes From Campus

Famous For

Guaranteed Workmanship

Hot Pastromi Sandwiches

Highest Quality Material

Eat With Max

7 Sabattus St. - On the Square

95 ELM ST.
7:nn A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Phone 1540-1541

For INSTANT

/

Taxi Service

/&tifrfa4*>

Call

4040
Radio Cabs

.

.

.

Bus Service

"The Twin Cities' Number 1 Sports Store"
274 MAIN STREET — LEWISTON, MAINE
PHONE 281
Romeo E. Thibodeau Alfred J. Thibodeau Edrick H. Thibodeau

Under New Management

For The Best . . . Come
to

The Blue Goose Grill
HAMBURGERS

-

HOT DOGS

FRIED CLAMS Our Specialty

Curb Service

IN COOL

BATES HOTEL

.

.

.

Lewiston, Maine

NICHOLS TEA ROOM

Telephone 6400 for Banquets

162 LISBON STREET

and Private Parties

LEWISTON, MAINE

CRONIN & RO%OT

Open Every Evening
137 Lisbon Street

COOPER'S
SERVING THE BEST HAMBURGERS

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

"GOLDEN EARRINGS"

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
4

HOT DOGS — FRIED CLAMS — FRENCH FRIES

Opp. Post Office

OPEN DAILY AT 11 A. M.

Registered

Pharmacists

TeL 1115-M
MAIN ST. at BATES ST.

54 ASH STREET

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

LAUNDROMAT

Phone 125

"The Sign of the Lobster"

PLAZA GRILL
LEWISTON TRUST CO.

. . . Economical

Seafood
Steaks

Comfortable Waiting Lounge
Nearby Shopping Center

LEWISTON — MAINE

Soap-Powder Furnished

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

—
—

Specialties

Soda Fountain

Air Conditioned

PETE'S

Pick-up and Delivery Service
10c each way

VARIETY STORE

Open 8 A. M. - 8 P. M.
Sat. - 8 A. M. - 5:30 P. M.

418 Main Street

DRYERS

CANDY SHOP

ACAOBMY AWARD WINNER
STARRING IN PARAMOUNT-*

Lewiston, Maine

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

44 BAJTES STREET
Behind U. B. Church

MARY'S

235 MAIN ST.
LEWISTON
MAINE

"Sell Good Clothes"

JUST OFF THE CAMPUS . . . TO . . .

Telephone 5189

they're tops!"

Brentwood Norwegian Sweaters

and DRIED

Save Extra Time
Reserve One of Our Full-Automatic Machines by Phone

Chesterfield...

Telephone 474-W

Dobbs and Mallory Hats

Sanitary . . .
. . . Time Saving . . .

"You strike it rich
when you choose

162 MIDDLE STREET

CLOTHES LAUNDERED

SELF-SERVICE

AIR CONDITIONED

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

BANTAMAC JACKETS — Lined and Unlined
Interwoven and Westminster Hosiery

405 SABATTUS ST.

Lewiston

Fountain Specials ...

CHARLIE'S
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

63 SABATTUS ST.

79 Lisbon St.

Completely Redecorated

69 Sabattus St.

Open 7 a. m. to 12 p. m.
Fern Larochelle, Prop.

Tel. 370

Fried Clams — Sandwiches
"Everything You Want"

177 MAIN ST.

LEWISTON

STERLING

FRANGEDAKIS
Restaurant
Telephone 1806

165 MAIN ST.

LEWISTON

By Towle,

Gorham, Lunt,

Wallace and Reed-Barton
:Prize Cups *» Clocks
Fountain Pens - Billfolds
Expert Watch Repairing

BARNST0NE-0SG00D
Jewelers and Silversmiths
Lewiston
Maine

COpfiW" 19*7. boom '
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